MUSICAL CLUBS GIVE CHRISTMAS CONCERT

Profound Followed by Triumphant During Until Two O'clock

With an appropriately set of the season, the Bostonian Society of the Combined Musical Clubs gave its Christmas concert and dance at Longwood Theater last Friday evening. A large crowd was present to listen to the music and to participate in the dance.

The program, printed in advance with a number of selections from popular songs by the Boston Club, was followed by a reprint of the Bostonian Society's "Friendship Song." The Boston Club, under the direction of Mr. A. T. C. Brown, gave a fine performance of "The Star-Spangled Banner," and then "The Three Bears" was sung by the Bostonian Society.

The dance followed, and the group was divided into sections, each with its own theme and decorations. The Bostonian Society was the only section that followed the program exactly, as the other groups had to improvise due to the limited time available.

A few of their feature articles were: "The Bostonian Society," which described the group's history and goals, and "The Bostonian Society's Magazine," which focused on the latest news and events.

In all, the performance was a great success, with the Bostonian Society's "Friendship Song" being particularly well received by the audience.
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THE TECH

As We See the Movies

THE METROPOLITAN

In the past few years, the Metropolitan has become very popular for the "cool kids" and for students of high society. Recently, it has been attended mainly by couples who have a certain je ne sais quoi about them. Among the regulars, Jack and Alice have become a favorite couple, and their presence is eagerly awaited by the onlookers. The film that showcased their charm was "The Two of Us". It was a romantic comedy that had the audience in stitches, and Jack and Alice, who play the leading roles, made a perfect pair. The movie was a huge hit, and the Metropolitan's reputation soared even higher. Jack and Alice have since become the talk of the town, and their love story is a topic everyone is discussing. It seems that whenever they step out, they are always in the spotlight. Their charm and style are a perfect match, and they complement each other perfectly. The Metropolitan is a perfect setting for such a couple, and the movie "The Two of Us" was a fitting introduction to their world of glamour and sophistication.
The Pipe

The Pipe even helps you say nothing at all.

YO U'VE noticed how expensive a good pipe is; what makes it so expensive is that it can put into the simplest gesture, the bearing of an expression, a touch of authority. Nothing can be more distracting than watching a man smoke a pipe. Men who carry pipes tend to think of themselves as superior beings. Perhaps it is because pipes can be carried about with such freedom, and yet their owners refuse to part with them that they are regarded as emblems of distinction. Any man can say what he likes about a cigarette or a cigar, but when he breaks out in a florid discourse, a pipe is a symbol of his authority, and it is this which makes the pipe such a powerful and dangerous weapon for the professional man.

ENDURANCE PINCHERS
Get This Graph Taken

Anything which ranks of endurance, makeup-quality, or common sense, is to be considered a danger to the growth of a country. People are accustomed to think of the small man as an instrument of destruction, but they forget that he is also a tool of national growth. The strength of the nation lies in its ability to produce such men, and the best way to do this is by cultivating their capacities. The necessary conditions are education, health, and economic security. If these can be provided, no one need fear the future of the country.

RIFLE TEAM WINS FROM BOSTON CLUB IN SECOND MATCH

Engineers Show Great Ability and Promise to Make Good Record

FACE HEAVY SCHEDULE

Technology's tilt team won against Boston, 10-3, in the second match. The game was a stellar performance, and the engineers showed their ability to cope with the heavy schedule. They are expected to make good record.

Yates, guard .................................. 3 0 60
Orr, forward .............................. 0 0
M. T. ........................................... 3 0 60
Scorers: Yates, and

Gymnastics Exhibit at Posse Nissen

Freshmen Look Good in Meet

The gymnastics exhibit at Posse Nissen was the scene of the opening exhibition of the gym club. The Engineers had the last word, following in the footsteps of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. As a whole the team showed a fine combination of strength and skill.

The engineers' team included the best of the fine work, but the freshmen showed their ability to cope with the situation in the exhibition in order to make the necessary set- tlements encountered in a set. Their performance was very well at this early point in the match, and the Engineers were pretty well en- tirely set up, but the final result was

Second Win

In the second match the Engineers defeated Boston College, 10-3, in the second match. The Engineers showed their ability to cope with the heavy schedule. They are expected to make good record.

Good Schedule

The Engineers' schedule includes two trips, one to Los Angeles and the other to New York. They have been invited to participate in the shuffleboard championship at New York on April 10. The Engineers' team is composed of two competitive teams, which are mostly coming from the eastern region.

Baseball Interest Receiving Impetus

Enthusiastic Ball Players to Meet in Hangar Today

Applegate an enthused idea to establish Yankee baseball as an annual event. The first game of 1928 was dis- tinguished by a fine performance. The Engineers won the game, and the results showed a strong in- terest in the game. A few more players are needed to complete the team.

Football Season Opens

In the opening match, the Engineers defeated the Freshmen, 10-3. The Engineers are expected to make good record.

Hockey Team Trains for Season Opener

Variety Meets Second Team in Light Practice Game

The hockey team trains for season opener. The team will play in the second game. The Engineers are expected to make good record.
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Rifle Team Wins from Boston Club in Second Match

Engineers Show Great Ability and Promise to Make Good Record

Face Heavy Schedule

Technology's tilt team won against Boston, 10-3, in the second match. The game was a stellar performance, and the engineers showed their ability to cope with the heavy schedule. They are expected to make good record.

Captains lead of the Varsity team started on their campaign for the coming board season. He has been working out with Beiers and Barrows, the two-year's Varsity team and has been lining Coach Hackford in the works, being done to get last year's freshmen. Among these are Jeveau, Hill, Muirhead, and Lynn. Johnson and Brown are on these for this event.

In the winter field events Emma and Fritzius are showing up the best in the high jump, while their jumps in the long jump are coming in the best work. The field event men are expected to take part in the Boston Y. M. C. A. games in January. This will be the first experiment in their winter season.
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NOTICES - ANNOUNCEMENTS

Of General Interest

Colloquium
Mr. B. P. Romain
Monday, December 9 and Tuesday, December 10, 2 P. M., Room 10
A colloquium on "The Development of the Individual Wizard" will be delivered by Mr. B. P. Romain, of the Electrical Engineering Department.

Washington Plan
Our National Capital, Past and Present
Monday, December 6, 4:30 P. M., Rogers Building, 491 Boylston Street, Boston
A film entitled the "Washington Plan" will be exhibited. Professor R. B. Root, of the Electrical Engineering Department, will introduce the film and discuss it after the showing.

Boys' Club of America
A. A. offlce.
awards waiting them in the M. I. T.
1930 will bie
Lobby on which all "Wandering
E: 00--Lecture, "The Egyptian New Empire," Rogers Building
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation.
be delivered by Mr. B. P. Romain, of the Electrical Engineering Department
the Hangar Gym at 5 o'clock. All po-

WANDERING GREEKS
Technicles wishes to announce that a bicycle has been placed in the Main Lobby on which all "Wandering Grecs" are required to sign when using.

CHESS TOURNAMENT
The next meeting of the Chess Club tournament will and Wednesday, December 11. The matches will be played at the time and place determined by the President.

M. T. A. T.
The following men have vanicle awards waiting them in the M. T. A. A. office.

TORREY'S GYMNASIUM
Students taking tennis will be required to report to Room 103, East Quincy, for the practice sessions.

LOWELL INSTITUTE CONTINUES SERIES

Continuing is his series of Lectures, "Astrum Astrum, Fellow of the British Academy of London."

The "Nirvaya" today at eight o'clock in the Walker Gym. 

TECH SHOW CAST
There will be a rehearsal of the Tech Show Cast, Walker Gym, at 7:30, Monday, December 1.

TECH SHOW CHORUS
The rehearsal of the Tech Show chorus will be held in the Walker Gym Wednesday, December 3. All chorus members must be present.

LOWELL INSTITUTE CONTINUES SERIES

Concluding is his series of Lectures, "Astrum Astrum, Fellow of the British Academy of London."

The "Nirvaya" today at eight o'clock in the Walker Gym. 

MEETING SCHEDULED FOR CORPORATION XIV

Speaker to Discuss Depressed Business Conditions
Open to all men interested in Ordnance for the year the members of Corporation XIV will have their Luncheon this Wednesday at 12:30 in Durgin Park. A subject which is, of itself, vital importance is that of "Depressed Business Conditions." The Committee has decided that its members should be given an opportunity to hear the views of an authority upon this subject. Professor Lindgren, head of the department of Economics, will be the speaker.

PROFESSOR LINDGREN RETURNS FROM TOUR

Geology Department Purchases 2-Circle Geometer

Professor Lindgren, head of the department of Economics, returned from Europe, where he undertook a number of meetings at which he presented the views of the Lowell Institute.

BOOK REVIEW

"The treatment of this subject is in Mr. Papawoff's usual reticent style. His chapter on partisanship is without doubt the most amusing and worth-while piece of writing by anyone in the country. His style is so simple and straightforward that it even suggests the possibility of producing some real humor, the best sort of the publication in which "Voo Doo" has been written."

The articles in this week's issue of "Voo Doo" are all interesting. Two of them are of particular note: "Voo Doo's Cupid," of which Mr. Aldenl, a consulting engineer for the Thompson Lichter Company, is the author; and "Voo Doo's Secret," written by Mr. Aldenl's assistant.
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